Hire An Aspbergers Technology Genius. Hire a 222+ IQ Person That Can See The Future and
Build The Next Big Thing!
Our HR firm provides Aspergers (Aspies) genius-level people for your next hire. These people use
more of their brain, in more creative ways, than most people.
Marie Curie, Albert Einstein, and Mozart among them-also had Asperger Syndrome. Shakespeare, Jane
Austen, Charles Darwin, Galileo, Pablo Picasso, Benjamin Franklin, Mark Zuckerberg, Steve Jobs,
Margaret Mead and Aristotle had Asperger Syndrome. Bill Gates is on the list of famous Aspies
because of his lack of social skills, inability to make eye contact and tendency to rock back and forth
coupled with his obsession with technology. Diane Kennedy, an author and advocate for Asperger
Syndrome, writes, “They are our visionaries, scientists, diplomats, inventors, chefs, artists, writers and
musicians. They are the original thinkers and a driving force in our culture.”
Dr. Temple Grandin, an adult with autism who became a successful engineer, academic and speaker,
believes that her disorder is an asset. She once famously called NASA a sheltered workshop for people
with autism and Asperger Syndrome. She believes that people with autistic spectrum disorders are the
great innovators, and “if the world was left to you socialites, nothing would get done and we would still
be in caves poking sticks at each other.”
Aspies are thought to not be comfortable looking others in the eye because they can see the true nature
of people and can pierce through pretexts, platitudes and affectations due to their uncanny ability to see
and interpret nuances, micro-patterns and primal human directions. Aspies appear to avoid superficial
public social standards because Aspies do not like the social fakery that the average person uses to get
through each day. You can always count on an Aspie to say what-is-what and to distill a problem down
to it’s basic roots. This makes Aspies expert at creating solutions to any kind of problem.
Animals love Aspies because Aspies can see the subtle signs that animals use to communicate and
express themselves. Animals and kids find Aspies to be unusually sensitive to interactions with them.
There are a vast number of advantages to employing Aspergers-enhanced staff. The only issues are the
eye contact thing and the overt directness Aspies are known for. Professional Aspergers adults do not
have temper tantrums such as those seen on dramatic TV shows. They are rarely addicted to things.
Their productivity is off-the-charts. They have extensive, and very dry, senses of humor. They can often
comprehend every detail, contingency issue and option for a problem within minutes of hearing a
description of the problem. We place a number of Aspie people at the CIA and NSA because they are
the best analysts.
Most people end up appreciating the direct communication because the pandering communication of
others is so much less productive. No matter the minimal peccadilloes, Aspergers experts always add an
extra billion dollars to a company bottom line.

If you need to hire the extraordinary, contact us for incredible CEO’s, CTO’s, COO’s and Project
Directors.
Contact The “Specialty Services” group at our top tier executive recruiting firm.

